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Abstract 

Background The mRNA subcellular localization bears substantial impact in the regulation of gene expression, cel-
lular migration, and adaptation. However, the methods employed for experimental determination of this localization 
are arduous, time-intensive, and come with a high cost.

Methods In this research article, we tackle the essential challenge of predicting the subcellular location of messen-
ger RNAs (mRNAs) through Unified mRNA Subcellular Localization Predictor (UMSLP), a machine learning (ML) based 
approach. We embrace an in silico strategy that incorporate four distinct feature sets: kmer, pseudo k-tuple nucleotide 
composition, nucleotide physicochemical attributes, and the 3D sequence depiction achieved via Z-curve transfor-
mation for predicting subcellular localization in benchmark dataset across five distinct subcellular locales, encompass-
ing nucleus, cytoplasm, extracellular region (ExR), mitochondria, and endoplasmic reticulum (ER).

Results The proposed ML model UMSLP attains cutting-edge outcomes in predicting mRNA subcellular localization. 
On independent testing dataset, UMSLP ahcieved over 87% precision, 94% specificity, and 94% accuracy. Compared 
to other existing tools, UMSLP outperformed mRNALocator, mRNALoc, and SubLocEP by 11%, 21%, and 32%, respec-
tively on average prediction accuracy for all five locales. SHapley Additive exPlanations analysis highlights the domi-
nance of k-mer features in predicting cytoplasm, nucleus, ER, and ExR localizations, while Z-curve based features play 
pivotal roles in mitochondria subcellular localization detection.

Availability We have shared datasets, code, Docker API for users in GitHub at: https:// github. com/ smusl eh/ UMSLP.

Keywords Multiclass classification,  mRNA, Subcellular Localization, Machine learning

Introduction
Messenger RNA (mRNA) denotes an RNA molecule 
characterized by a singular strand, complementary to a 
corresponding DNA strand within a genome. Through-
out transcription, these RNA molecules undergo a 
series of modifications, encompassing splicing, cap-
ping, and polyadenylation. These modifications serve 
to facilitate their intranuclear mobility and eventual 
exportation to the cytoplasm, followed by secretion 
into extracellular domains, as outlined by [1]. A sig-
nificant milestone in the exploration of mRNA subcel-
lular localization was achieved through the findings of 
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Jeffery et  al., who revealed asymmetric distribution of 
mRNA in ascidian embryos and eggs, thus contributing 
to the advancement of this field [2]. Subsequent inquir-
ies into this phenomenon unveiled the non-random 
arrangement of mRNAs associated with cytoskeletal 
proteins within the cytoplasm, offering insights into a 
plausible mechanism for quantifying their concentra-
tion, as investigated by [3]. Over the course of time, 
researchers have revealed a correlation between mRNA 
localization and an array of cellular functions, along-
side their pivotal regulatory roles within cellular envi-
ronments, as highlighted by [4]. The spatial allocation 
of mRNAs also exerts a critical influence on the tempo-
ral and spatial control of gene expression, contributing 
significantly to diverse cellular processes. These encom-
pass cell migration, adaptive cellular responses, main-
tenance of cellular polarity, orchestration of synaptic 
plasticity associated with enduring memory, assembly 
of protein complexes, and the modulation of selective 
translation, as elucidated in works by [5–8]. Addition-
ally, gaining insight into the factors influencing mRNA 
localization and the resulting functional outcomes 
may pave the way for innovative therapeutic interven-
tions aimed at modifying cellular functions through the 
manipulation of mRNA localization. Figure 1 illustrates 

a diagrammatic portrayal depicting the subcellular-
level localization of mRNA.

Advancements in experimental techniques have 
allowed the detection of subcellular localization for 
numerous RNAs [9].RNA fluorescent in  situ hybridiza-
tion (RNA-FISH) stands as a dependable experimental 
method for discerning the localization of mRNA. State-
of-the-art technologies like smFISH [10], MERFISH [11] 
along with its commercially available variant, seqFISH+ 
[12], as well as GeoMx DSP [13] provide high-resolution 
images of individual transcripts while delivering both 
quantitative (RNA copy) and qualitative (subcellular 
localization) data. However, this method is time-con-
suming, labor-intensive, and limited to specific tissues 
[14, 15]. In recent times, advanced high-throughput 
methodologies like APEX-RIP and CeFra-seq have been 
introduced to ascertain the subcellular positioning of 
RNA. However, it’s worth noting that the data derived 
from APEX-RIP, as demonstrated by [16] or CeFra-seq 
as discussed by [17] might exhibit inherent noise and a 
potential deficiency in achieving high precision, as indi-
cated by [1]. All currently available experimental meth-
odologies employed to ascertain mRNA localization 
are characterized by their considerable cost and time 
requirements. As a result, a burgeoning interest has 

Fig. 1 An animal cell model with five subcellular localization: cytoplasm, nucleus, ER, ExR and mitochondria
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emerged within the RNA research community to devise 
in silico approaches grounded in machine learning (ML) 
models to tackle multiple challenges effectively [18–20] 
including the efforts aimed at tackling the aforemen-
tioned challenges [21].

RNATracker was the very first in silico method for pre-
dicting mRNA subcellular localization [1]. The authors 
considered both the mRNA sequence and its correspond-
ing secondary structure as input features for prediction 
model. The mRNA sequence was represented using a 
4-bit one-hot encoding, while the projected second-
ary structure adopts a 6-bit one-hot encoding scheme. 
To manage variations in sequence lengths, sequences 
exceeding 4000 nucleotides were subjected to truncation 
at the 5’ terminal, while sequences falling short were pad-
ded with zero values. Subsequently, this embedding was 
fed into a hybrid architecture comprising a convolutional 
neural network (CNN) and bidirectional long short-term 
memory with attention mechanism. The authors evalu-
ated the model on benchmark datasets sourced from 
APEX-RIP and CeFra-Seq as well though data derived 
from CeFra-Seq and APEX-RIP might be inherently noisy 
and potentially lack a high degree of accuracy [1]. In iLoc-
mRNA, Zhang et al. used k-mer approach (with k=9) to 
derive distinctive features from the mRNA sequence to 
predict its localization [22]. Then, the authors leveraged 
the ANOVA technique coupled with the binomial distri-
bution to discern and select a refined subset of features 
from the initial k-mer set. A support vector machine 
(SVM) employing a radial basis function (RBF) was 
deployed to undertake the prediction of mRNA subcel-
lular localization. In a recent study, Garg et al. introduced 
the mRNALoc for predicting mRNA subcellular locali-
zation across five distinct locales: nucleus, cytoplasm, 
extracellular region (ExR), endoplasmic reticulum (ER), 
and mitochondria [23]. Beginning with input mRNA 
transcript, the authors meticulously crafted pseudo 
k-tuple nucleotide composition (PseKNC) features, vary-
ing k values across the range of 2 to 5. These generated 
features were subsequently fed into a SVM model for pre-
dicting mRNA subcellular localization. All these methods 
considered one vs. rest (OvR) approach for the prediction 
of mRNA localization. But, one of the major drawbacks 
of OvR approach is to build multiple models which will 
take more time to find optimized models. Moreover, in 
terms of model deployment it will take more space and 
runtime.

Considering the limitation of OvR approach research-
ers have focused on developing unified multi-class clas-
sification model, where only one model is developed for 
predicting all classes. Based on our literature survey, 
we found only two recent articles that considered uni-
fied approach of multi-class classification of mRNA 

subculular localizaiton prediction. The first work was 
SubLocEP where Li et al. considered sequence and phys-
icochemical properties of nucleotide to generate fea-
tures and feed into LightGBM model to predict mRNA 
subcellular localizaiton [22]. In a five-fold cross-valida-
tion (CV) experiment, the authors reported and aver-
age accuracy of 65%. And in the independent datasets, 
the accuracy outcomes spanned a range from 48.68% to 
60.10%. In the second reserach work, Tang et  al. intro-
duced the mRNALocater as an unified multiclass clas-
sification model for the same purpose [24]. The authors 
used PseKNC (with k values ranging from 2 to 6) and 
PseEIIP features. Then the authors considered a fusion 
of CatBoost, XGBoost and LightGBM model to achieve 
a better result for mRNA subcellular localization pre-
diction. Recently in some literatures, authors used deep 
learning based models for the subcellular localizaion of 
mRNAs. In DM3Loc [25], authors used CNN with atten-
tion mechanism to predict the subcellular localization of 
mRNA. In RNALight [26], authors used CNN and RNN 
based networks, but could not outperform k-mer based 
LightGBM based model. A brief summary of these meth-
ods are highlighted in Table 1.

Building upon the prior discussion, in this article we 
focused on building an Unified mRNA Subcellular Local-
ization Predictor (UMSLP) modle with higher accuracy 
for the most common subcellular localization of mRNAs 
within cells. The contribution of the present article can 
be summarized as follows: 

1. We proposed a novel combination of feature, encom-
passing kmer analysis, PseKNC, physicochemical 
properties of nucleotide and the utilization of 3D 
sequence representation through Z-curve transfor-
mation.

2. The proposed model UMSLP with the selected set of 
features outperformed the existing methods for the 
same purpose in almost all evaluation metrics.

3. We have provided a Docker container and an asso-
ciated API, enabling users to employ our model for 
the localization prediction of their input sequences. 
The source code along with the Docker container has 
been provided to the community in GitHub as well.

Material and methods
Dataset collection
In our experiments, we utilized the identical data-
sets formulated by Garg et  al. [23] as the foundation 
for training our model in mRNA subcellular localiza-
tion prediction that was collected from RNALocate 
v2 database. Only mRNAs which are present in one 
subcellular localization is considered. mRNAs pre-
sent in multiple locations and they were discarded 
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from the analysis as suggested in prior works [24, 28]. 
To mitigate potential homology bias, the sequences 
were subjected to clustering using the BLASTClust 
program from the standalone BLAST package, utiliz-
ing the parameters S40 and -L 0.7, as detailed in [23]. 
As mentioned in [23], 1972 mRNAs having more than 
one subcellular localizations were dropped from our 
analysis. The resultant benchmark dataset comprised 
a total of 14,909 sequences, with distribution as fol-
lows: 6,376 mRNAs localized in the cytoplasm, 1,426 
in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), 885 in the extracel-
lular region (ExR), 421 in mitochondria, and 5,831 in 

the nucleus. Following the approach outlined in [23], 
our training set for ML model comprised five-sixths 
of the sequences allocated for each location, while the 
remaining one-sixth was reserved for independent test-
ing to assess the model’s performance. For an overview 
of the datasets, we refer to Fig. 2 and Table 2.

Feature extraction
Kmer related features
We analyzed each mRNA by the its corresponding 
DNA sequence calculating the occurrences of con-
secutive nucleotides of different lengths (k values of 1, 

Table 1 A brief overview of the previous works using ML based approach for mRNA subcellular localization prediction

Reference Year Subcelular localizaiton #location Model Approach and Features

RNATracker [1] 2019 CeFra-Seq (Cytosol,Nuclear, Mem-
brane, Insoluble); APEX-RIP (Cytosol, 
Nuclear, ER, Mitochondria)

4 Unified; CNN, BLSTM, Attention 
mechanism

One hot encoding of sequence

iLoc-mRNA [22] 2021 Four customized locations 
by authors : C1, C2, C3, C4 covering 
Cytosol, Cytoplasm, Ribosome, ER, 
Nucleus, Exosome, Mitochondria, 
Dendrite

4 SVM OvR; k-mer

mRNALoc [23] 2020 Cytoplasm, Nucleus, ER, ExR, Mito-
chondria

5 SVM OvR; Pse-KNC

SubLocEP [27] 2021 Cytoplasm, Nucleus, ER, ExR, Mito-
chondria

5 LGBM Unified; k-mer, PseKNC, physico-
chemical properties (PseEIIP)

mRNALoacter [24] 2021 Cytoplasm, Nucleus, ER, ExR, Mito-
chondria

5 LGBM, XGBoost, CatBoost Unified; PseKNC, physicochemical 
properties (PseEIIP)

MSLP [28] 2022 Cytoplasm, Nucleus, ER, ExR, Mito-
chondria, Cytosol, Pseudopodium, 
Posterior, Ribosome, Exosome

10 CatBoost OvR; k-mer, PseKNC, physico-
chemical properties PseEIIP, DPCP, 
TPCP, Z-curve

DM3Loc [25] 2021 Cytosol, Nucleus, ER, Exosome, 
Ribosome, Membrane

6 CNN with multi-head self-attention Sequence only

RNALight [26] 2023 Cytoplasm, Nucleus 2 LightGBM k-mer

Fig. 2 Counts and distributions of mRNAs in different subcellular localizations. We can observe that cytoplasm and nucleus covers more than 82% 
of the mRNAs in the dataset
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2, 3, 4, and 5) throughout the entire transcript. These 
counts were then normalized based on the length of the 
sequence and adjusted for the possible combinations of 
nucleotides of a given length. As a result, we obtained 
a 1360-dimensional feature vector (with dimensions 16, 
64, 256, and 1024 originating from di-nucleotides, tri-
nucleotides, quad-nucleotides, and penta-nucleotides, 
respectively) to represent each input sequence. This 
feature vector was subsequently utilized as input for 
our ML models.

From every sequence, a feature vector was generated, 
possessing a size of 1360, with Ni denoting the tally of 
k-mers within the transcript and L signifying the length 
of the mRNA transcript.

Pseudo k‑tuple nucleotide composition (PseKNC)
The pseudo k-tuple nucleotide composition (PseKNC) 
is designed to capture the impact of nucleotide 
sequence arrangement within DNAs, reflecting their 
implications, as discussed by [29] and expounded upon 
by [30]. This preservation of sequence order is achieved 
through the utilization of physicochemical proper-
ties inherent to the constituent oligonucleotides. The 
dimension of the resultant feature vector is denoted 
as (4k + �) ,, where the positive integer k signifies the 
kmer’s highest correlation rank observed along a DNA 
sequence. In our specific scenario, k values of 2, 3, 4, 
and 5 were implemented, accompanied by a value of 

(1)Kmeri =
Ni

L
, k = 2, 3, 4, and 5

Table 2 Number of sequences per location in training and 
testing dataset

Location Training 
Dataset 5

6

Testing Dataset 1
6

Total

Cytoplasm 5,310 1,066 6,376

ER 1,185 241 1,426

ExR 710 145 855

Mitochondria 350 71 421

Nucleus 4,855 976 5,831

Fig. 3 PCA Analysis of the features. 642 principal components cover over 95% variance of the dataset
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Fig. 4 UMSLP Computational Pipeline. First, benchmark dataset was collected. Then data cleaning and pre-processing was done to remove noisy 
data points. Feature engineering was utilized to generate relevant features and building ML model. SHAP based analysis was involved to explain 
the model. Finally, docker based solution is provided for the community

Table 3 Results from Ablation Study using CatBoost model for CV

Feature CatBoost Precision Recall Acc Specificity F1 Score

k-mer Cytoplasm 0.74 0.88 0.82 0.77 0.80

ER 0.94 0.38 0.94 1.00 0.54

ExR 0.84 0.20 0.95 1.00 0.32

Mitochondria 0.96 0.85 0.99 1.00 0.90

Nucleus 0.81 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.84

avg 0.86 0.63 0.91 0.93 0.68
Pse-KNC Cytoplasm 0.64 0.77 0.72 0.68 0.70

ER 0.72 0.13 0.91 0.99 0.22

ExR 0.53 0.07 0.94 1.00 0.13

Mitochondria 0.83 0.63 0.99 1.00 0.71

Nucleus 0.67 0.75 0.76 0.76 0.71

avg 0.68 0.47 0.86 0.89 0.49

Z-curve 144 Cytoplasm 0.68 0.83 0.76 0.70 0.74

ER 0.87 0.21 0.92 1.00 0.34

ExR 0.77 0.05 0.94 1.00 0.09

Mitochondria 0.96 0.92 1.00 1.00 0.94

Nucleus 0.75 0.81 0.82 0.83 0.78

avg 0.81 0.57 0.89 0.91 0.58

Z-curve 44 Cytoplasm 0.72 0.84 0.79 0.75 0.78

ER 0.81 0.33 0.93 0.99 0.47

ExR 0.80 0.11 0.95 1.00 0.19

Mitochondria 0.94 0.87 0.99 1.00 0.90

Nucleus 0.77 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.81

avg 0.81 0.60 0.90 0.92 0.63
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(� = 10).This configuration yielded the creation of 16, 
64, 256, 1024, and 10 features, respectively. These fea-
tures were amalgamated to forge a feature vector of 
1370 dimensions for each mRNA DNA sequence.

Z curve reprsentation for trinucleotide frequencies
The Z-curve theory is a geometric approach utilized for 
visualizing genome sequences within three-dimensional 
space, as introduced by [31] and further elaborated by 
[32]. By applying the Z-transform technique, the frequen-
cies of nucleotides A, C, G, and T, as well as their vari-
ous combinations (kmer), present within the sequence 
or open reading frame, undergo a transformation into a 
three-dimensional space, as originally proposed by [33]. 
In our feature engineering process, we embraced the sub-
sequent representation of the Z-curve: 

1. Phase-independent frequency: This encoding of 
Z-curve represented by a 48-bit descriptor as follows: 

 where the normalized frequency of trinucleotides 
JLM, LMC, LMG, LMT are represented by p(LMA), 
p(LMC), p(LMG), p(LMT) respectively. The dimen-
sion of the feature matrix is 48.

2. Phase-specific frequency: This is succinctly repre-
sented utilizing Z-curve parameters, encapsulated 
within a 144-bit descriptor as outlined below: 

 where k represents the three position of nucleotides 
at potential codons. The normalized frequency of 
trinucleotides LMA, LMC, LMG, LMT at different 
positions were represented by pk(LMA) , pk(LMC) , 
pk(LMG) , pk(LMT ) respectively generating a feature 
vector of dimension 144.

Physicochemical properties of mRNA genes
To capture the physicochemical characteristics of nucleo-
tides, three types of features were employed: (1) Pse-EIIP: 
Pseudo Electron-ion interaction pseudopotentialsof tri-
nucleotide, (2) DPCP: Dinucleotide physicochemical 
properties, and (3) TPCP: Trinucleotide physicochemi-
cal properties. To derive these features from the mRNA 
DNA sequence, the iLearnPlus [34] tool was utilized. 
These generated a feature vector of size 3200. The details 
can be found in [28].

(2)
xLM = [(p(LMA)+ p(LMG))− (p(LMC)+ p(LMT )]

yLM = [(p(LMA)+ p(LMC))− (p(LMG)+ p(LMT )]

zLM = [(p(LMA)+ p(LMT ))− (p(LMC)+ p(LMG)]

(3)











xkLM = [(pk (LMA)+ pk (LMG))− (pk (LMC)+ pk (LMT )]

ykLM = [(pk (LMA)+ pk (LMC))− (pk (LMG)+ pk (LMT )]

zkLM = [(pk (LMA)+ pk (LMT ))− (pk (LMC)+ pk (LMG)]

Data cleansing and normalization
Initially, our dataset comprised 6122 features, includ-
ing 1360 from Kmer, 1370 from PseKNC, 64 from 
PseEIIP, 2368 from DPCP, 768 from TPCP, 48 from 
Z-Curve 48-bit, and 144 from Z-Curve 144-bit. To 
reduce dimensionality, we considered two different 
approaches. In the first approach, we applied principal 
component analysis (PCA) on the dataset and consid-
ered only Principal components covering 95% variabil-
ity of the dataset (Fig. 3).

In the second approach, we eliminated feature col-
umns with a single static value and it dropped 70 

Table 4 ML model results based on PCA

Model/Class Pr Sn Acc Sp F1

CatBoost
     Cytoplasm 0.73 0.87 0.81 0.76 0.79

     ER 0.94 0.36 0.94 1.00 0.52

     ExR 0.78 0.16 0.95 1.00 0.27

     Mitochondria 0.98 0.86 1.00 1.00 0.91

     Nucleus 0.80 0.85 0.86 0.86 0.82

     Avg 0.84 0.62 0.91 0.92 0.66

XGBoost
     Cytoplasm 0.73 0.87 0.81 0.76 0.80

     Er 0.91 0.38 0.94 1.00 0.54

     ExR 0.78 0.16 0.95 1.00 0.26

     Mitochondria 0.95 0.85 0.99 1.00 0.90

     Nucleus 0.81 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.83

     Avg 0.83 0.62 0.91 0.92 0.66

Decision Tree
     Cytoplasm 0.66 0.65 0.71 0.75 0.65

     ER 0.31 0.35 0.86 0.92 0.33

     ExR 0.16 0.16 0.91 0.95 0.16

     Mitochondria 0.75 0.64 0.98 0.99 0.69

     Nucleus 0.68 0.69 0.75 0.80 0.68

     Avg 0.51 0.50 0.84 0.88 0.50

GNB
     Cytoplasm 0.63 0.20 0.61 0.91 0.30

     Er 0.18 0.55 0.71 0.73 0.27

     ExR 0.16 0.34 0.86 0.90 0.22

     Mitochondria 0.42 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.58

     Nucleus 0.59 0.58 0.68 0.74 0.59

     Avg 0.40 0.52 0.76 0.85 0.39

MLP
     Cytoplasm 0.76 0.79 0.80 0.81 0.77

     ER 0.62 0.54 0.92 0.97 0.58

     ExR 0.35 0.18 0.93 0.98 0.24

     Mitochondria 0.93 0.81 0.99 1.00 0.87

     Nucleus 0.78 0.83 0.84 0.85 0.81

     Avg 0.69 0.63 0.90 0.92 0.65
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features. Then we drop features with collinearity above 
98% and it dropped 4487 features. Consequently, this 
preprocessing phase yielded a dataset with 1565 fea-
tures (Supplementary File S1). Then we normalized 
these features using z-score normalization technique. 
Normalization step is essential in many ML algorithms, 
guaranteeing a consistent scale across features. It miti-
gates the risk of certain features overshadowing others 
during a model’s training. The second approach pro-
vided us the better results compared to the PCA based 
dimension reduction and therefore, we considered the 
second approach as part of the proposed final workflow 
(see the Results section).

Development of classification models
Within the realm of ML, classification entails the task 
of determining the category to which a new instance 
belongs from a predefined set of classes. In a multi-
class classification problem, a sample might be clas-
sified into more than two classes. To conduct our 
investigation, we integrated a range of ML training 
algorithms, specifically including CatBoost, XGBoost, 
Decision Tree, Gaussian Naive Bayes (GNB) and Multi-
layer Perceptron (MLP) classifier. Moreover, we used 

StackingClassifer to fuse the output of two models : 
CatBoost, XGBoost and use a classifier to compute the 
final prediction of model. We fine-tuned the hyper-
parameters of these models based on GridSearchCV 
hyperparameter method using Scikit-learn. Then we 
selected the most optimal parameters among the desig-
nated hyperparameter choices.

Performance evaluation of the models
Assessing the effectiveness of a ML model is a crucial 
aspect in its development process. For the assessment of 
our model’s performance, we utilized a method known 
as k-fold cross-validation (CV). This technique involves 
dividing the dataset into "k" equal-sized subsets. In 
our study, we adopted Five-fold cross-validation (CV), 
which means the data is partitioned into five distinct 
segments or folds, each containing comparable data. 
During each iteration, four folds were utilized for train-
ing purposes, while one fold was held back for testing. 
Cross-validation offers valuable insights into the model’s 
ability to perform on new and unseen data, allowing for 
an assessment of its generalization capabilities. Moreo-
ver, it facilitates the generation of more precise estima-
tion of the model’s predictive performance, leading to a 

Fig. 5 UMSLP Models Performance per localization for different ML models using five fold cross validation. Each plot shows different evaluation 
metrics for a model highlighting per class result as well as average across all classes
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heightened accuracy when evaluating its effectiveness. 
In this approach, 80% of the data was dedicated to train-
ing the model, while the remaining 20% was reserved for 
validating its performance. We have generated the confu-
sion matrix structure to enable various evaluation met-
rics to gauge the quality and effectiveness of the model, 
and provide insights into how well it performed with the 
given dataset. The following metrics were utilized for this 
evaluation:

In the context of our analysis, a true positive (TP) sig-
nifies a correct prediction that aligns with the actual 
truth. Similarly, a true negative (TN) indicates a correct 
rejection of a prediction that corresponds with the true 
absence. On the other hand, a false positive (FP) occurs 
when predictions are deemed true but do not align with 
reality. Lastly, a false negative (FN) pertains to predic-
tions that are considered false despite being true in 
actuality.

Explanation of algorithms
The interpretability and explainability of ML models has 
gained significant attention in recent times. Users not 
only value the performance of the models but also seek 
insights into the underlying classification process. While 
certain models, such as Decision Trees, inherently offer 
transparency, others, like Neural Networks, often operate 
as black-box models. We employed the SHapley Additive 
exPlanations (SHAP) technique to interpret the models 
developed in this study. This method was introduced by 
Lundberg et al. in 2020 [35] that enables the interpreta-
tion of the output of ML models. By leveraging the con-
ventional Shapley values derived from game theory and 
their associated extensions, SHAP establishes a connec-
tion between optimal credit distribution and localized 
explanations.

(4)Accuracy(Acc) =
TP + TN

TP + FN + FP + TN

(5)Specificity(Sp) =
TN

FP + TN

(6)Sensitivity(Sn) =
TP

TP + FN

(7)Precision(Pr) =
TP

TP + FP

(8)F1− Score(F1) =
2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall

Precision+ recall

Model deployment
The overall computational workflow for the data pro-
cessing, model development and model deployment is 
depicted in Fig. 4. Once the model is developed we used 

Table 5 UMSLP 5 Fold CV Results Per Model - All Locations

Model/Class Pr Sn Acc Sp F1

CatBoost
     Cytoplasm 0.75 0.88 0.82 0.78 0.81

     ER 0.92 0.40 0.94 1.00 0.56

     ExR 0.86 0.19 0.95 1.00 0.31

     Mitochondria 0.98 0.90 1.00 1.00 0.93

     Nucleus 0.81 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.84

     Avg 0.86 0.65 0.92 0.93 0.69
XGBoost

     Cytoplasm 0.74 0.88 0.82 0.78 0.81

     ER 0.89 0.39 0.94 1.00 0.54

     ExR 0.83 0.17 0.95 1.00 0.28

     Mitochondria 0.97 0.90 1.00 1.00 0.93

     Nucleus 0.81 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.84

     Avg 0.85 0.64 0.91 0.93 0.68

Decision Tree
     Cytoplasm 0.67 0.66 0.71 0.75 0.66

     ER 0.33 0.34 0.87 0.93 0.34

     ExR 0.18 0.18 0.91 0.95 0.18

     Mitochondria 0.70 0.68 0.98 0.99 0.69

     Nucleus 0.69 0.69 0.76 0.80 0.69

     Avg 0.51 0.51 0.85 0.88 0.51

GNB
     Cytoplasm 0.64 0.20 0.61 0.92 0.30

     ER 0.19 0.48 0.76 0.78 0.27

     ExR 0.20 0.34 0.89 0.92 0.25

     Mitochondria 0.42 0.97 0.96 0.96 0.59

     Nucleus 0.57 0.68 0.68 0.67 0.62

     Avg 0.41 0.53 0.78 0.85 0.41

MLP
     Cytoplasm 0.77 0.80 0.81 0.82 0.79

     ER 0.62 0.56 0.93 0.96 0.59

     ExR 0.37 0.20 0.93 0.98 0.26

     Mitochondria 0.96 0.87 1.00 1.00 0.91

     Nucleus 0.80 0.84 0.86 0.87 0.82

     Avg 0.71 0.65 0.91 0.93 0.67

StackEnsemble
     Cytoplasm 0.79 0.86 0.84 0.83 0.82

     ER 0.75 0.61 0.94 0.98 0.67

     ExR 0.56 0.25 0.95 0.99 0.35

     Mitochondria 0.92 0.94 1.00 1.00 0.93

     Nucleus 0.83 0.85 0.87 0.89 0.84

     Avg 0.77 0.70 0.92 0.94 0.72
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Docker environment to setup the model and deploy it in 
Docker environment. Users can download the Docker 
from GitHub and use the proposed model as a tool for 
mRNA subcellular localization prediction. Details of the 
Docker is provided in the GitHub: https:// github. com/ 
smusl eh/ UMSLP.

Motif analysis for mRNA sequence from different 
subcellular localizations
For the motif analysis of each mRNA subcellular locali-
zation, we used STREME [36] to discover ungapped 
small motifs that are enriched in a location compared to 
the background sequence. We used the default setup in 

Fig. 7 Model performance across all classes (locations) based on independent set results

Fig. 6 UMSLP models performance for localizations on independent test set. Each plot shows different evaluation metrics for a model highlighting 
per class result as well as average across all classes

https://github.com/smusleh/UMSLP
https://github.com/smusleh/UMSLP
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STREME with motif length 8 to 15 with a p-value thresh-
old 0.05.

Results
Post data cleaning and selection step, we conducted two 
separate experiments: we employed a five-fold cross-val-
idation (CV) technique. Then we followed a conventional 
train-and-test approach where we use 5

6
 of the dataset for 

training and the remaining 1
6
 of the dataset as independ-

ent test set.

Ablation study on the selected features
We first analyzed individual types of features as input to 
the models for evaluating their effectiveness. The abla-
tion study on different types of features would help us to 
understand the relative contribution of features in mak-
ing the final model. The results of ablation study with 
CatBoost model are highlighted in Table 3 . From Table 3, 
we can observe that, k-mer based features had the most 
distinguishing power compared to the other types of fea-
tures. Both Z-curve with 44 bits and 144bits achieved 
similar performance at the average accuracy of 91% and 
92%, respectively. Among all the features, PseKNC was 
shown to be the least performing with an average accu-
racy of 89%. Supplementary File 02 highlights the results 
of ablation study using other models.

Performance of the models using PCA based dimension 
reduction technique
We first applied PCA to reduced the dimensional-
ity of the input features. Then we selected PC covering 
95% variability of the dataset. Then we feed those PC 
into models to check the performance of the models 
(Table 4). Based on the ML model performance, we can 
observe that both XGBoost and CatBoost model per-
formed at similar level and they can be considered as 
the best performing models. Other models i.e., DT, MLP, 
GNB were not close them in terms of evaluation metrics.

Performance of the models in cross validation
We used CatBoost, XGBoost and Decision Tree mod-
els, MLP and GNB for the prediction task. For dimen-
sion reduction, we finally considered the collinearity 
based dimension reduction as mentioned in the Mate-
rial and methods section. A radar diagram in Fig.  5 
show and visualize performance metrics of the three 
models.

The CV results for each model are shown in Table  5. 
We have also calculated the mean values of all perfor-
mance indicators including precision, recall, accuracy, 
specificity and F1 score. As shown in the Table  5, the 

average score for all performance metrics, the CV results 
is using the CatBoost and XGBoost models are very close 
with CatBoost being the best one. We implemented the 
StackEnsemble technique using boosting algorithms to 

Table 6 UMSLP Results on Independent Dataset - All Locations

Model/Class Pr Sn Acc Sp F1

CatBoost
     Cytoplasm 0.75 0.87 0.82 0.78 0.80

     ER 0.86 0.35 0.93 0.99 0.50

     ExR 0.73 0.19 0.95 1.00 0.30

     Mitochondria 1.00 0.91 1.00 1.00 0.96

     Nucleus 0.81 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.84

     Avg 0.83 0.64 0.91 0.93 0.68

XGBoost

     Cytoplasm 0.76 0.89 0.84 0.80 0.82

     ER 0.93 0.47 0.95 1.00 0.62

     ExR 0.84 0.18 0.95 1.00 0.30

     Mitochondria 1.00 0.90 1.00 1.00 0.95

     Nucleus 0.84 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.86

     Avg 0.87 0.67 0.92 0.94 0.71
DT

     Cytoplasm 0.69 0.68 0.73 0.77 0.68

     ER 0.38 0.43 0.88 0.92 0.40

     ExR 0.15 0.12 0.91 0.96 0.13

     Mitochondria 0.75 0.63 0.98 0.99 0.68

     Nucleus 0.70 0.72 0.77 0.80 0.71

     Avg 0.53 0.51 0.85 0.89 0.52

GNB
     Cytoplasm 0.61 0.20 0.60 0.91 0.30

     ER 0.20 0.51 0.75 0.78 0.29

     ExR 0.19 0.30 0.89 0.93 0.23

     Mitochondria 0.44 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.60

     Nucleus 0.58 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.62

     Avg 0.40 0.53 0.78 0.85 0.41

MLP

     Cytoplasm 0.78 0.81 0.82 0.83 0.79

     ER 0.71 0.59 0.94 0.97 0.64

     ExR 0.39 0.17 0.94 0.98 0.24

     Mitochondria 0.91 0.86 0.99 1.00 0.88

     Nucleus 0.78 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.81

     Avg 0.71 0.65 0.91 0.93 0.67

StackEnsemble
     Cytoplasm 0.78 0.84 0.83 0.82 0.81

     ER 0.75 0.63 0.94 0.98 0.68

     ExR 0.63 0.26 0.95 0.99 0.37

     Mitochondria 0.92 0.94 1.00 1.00 0.93

     Nucleus 0.82 0.85 0.87 0.88 0.84

     Avg 0.78 0.70 0.91 0.93 0.72
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assess whether the fusion would enhance the outcomes. 
However, the combination of XGBoost and CatBoost 
within the ensemble failed to surpass the performance of 
the individual models (Table 5).

Performance of the models in Independent Dataset
As shown in the figure the average score for all perfor-
mance indicators, the independent test results is using 
the CatBoost and XGBoost models are very close with 
XGBoost being the best one (Fig. 6).

Figure  7 highlights the average score of all evaluation 
metrics for the models we tested on independent set. 

Based on the results on independent set, we selected 
XGBoost as the final model for UMSLP.

Tables 6 show the in detail report of the models cover-
ing all evalaution metrics on independent dataset.

Motifs discovered from mRNA sequence from different 
subcellular localization
Figure  8 highlights the top two motifs identified from 
mRNA sequences coming from different subcellular 
localizations. We can observe that the top two motifs 
from nucleus and ExR are very similar- mainly having 
long sequences of As (or Ts in reverse complement) and 

Fig. 8 Top ranked motifs identified from mRNA sequences coming from different subcellular localizations
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CG dominant regions. This also hints a plausible expla-
nation of low recall value of models for the prediction of 
ExR (Table 5, Table 6). As the underlying sequence pat-
tern in nucleus and ExR are very similar, and the nucleus 
class has many more mRNA sequence compared to ExR 
(6376 vs 855) then the model tries to predict them into 
nucleus over ExR. The distribution of the motif location 
over the sequences are prevalent in 3’ UTR as well as in 5’ 
UTR regions and the coding region (Supplementary File 
03) and this aligns perfectly to the findings mentioned in 
[22]. Supplementary File 03 summarizes top motifs from 
all locations with their statistical details and positional 
distribution.

Towards explainability of the proposed model and features
SHAP values provide a quantified measure of both the 
extent and direction (whether positive or negative) of a 
feature’s influence on a prediction. For visualizing the 
global attributions of features across all localizations we 
used SHAP Waterfall plot (Fig. 9). For the impact of top 
ranked features in each subcellular localization we used 
Beeswarm plots (Figs. 10, 11, and 12).

As illustrated in Fig. 9, Z-curve features of both 144-
bit (Pos_*), 48-bit (CTz), and Kmer (K=3), nine features 
that have the most predictive power for the Mitochon-
dria localization (green dominant area) followed by 
the other loczlization. Looking into the details of these 

Fig. 9 SHAP Summary Plot - Global Feature Importance
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Fig. 10 SHAP Summary Plot - Cytoplasm - ER - Feature Importance

Fig. 11 SHAP Summary Plot - ExR - Mitochondria Feature Importance
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features in the SHAP plots of each localization, we can 
observe that these Z-curve features are the top 4 fea-
tures impacting the prediction are Pos_1_Tx, Pos1_
GGx, Pos_3_ATx, and Pos_3_GTx, and their negative 
values of have positive impact (positive Shap values) 
driving for Mitochondria prediction Fig.  11. Figure  9 
shows also that Pos_1_TAx also contributes to the pre-
diction of Extracellular, Nucleus and Cytoplasm but to 
a much lesser extent than Mitochondria prediction.

We can observe that k-mer based features have higher 
contribution in the prediction of nucleus and ER. This is 
evident from Figs. 9 and 12 where negative SHAP values 
of GGGGC and CCT highly contribute to the predic-
tion of Nucleus localization. For the ER we can observe 
that k-mers CTGGG, AAGC and AG globally impact the 
model towards ER prediction (see Fig. 10). The AAAAA 
Kmer is contributing to both ER and Nucleus. Positive 
SHAP values of AAAAA drive the model towards the 
ER prediction and negative SHAP values drive the model 
towards the Nucleus prediction. The two top k-mer 

features contributing to the prediction of Cytoplasm are 
CATAG and AT. Negative SHAP values of these two fea-
tures impact the model prediction for cytoplasm. Finally, 
the top feature that contributes to the ExR localization 
prediction is the positive values of the ATCCA Kmer 
(Fig. 11).

In summary, features of type Z-Curve from both 48 
bit and 144 bit along with Kmer ones are the dominant 
feature contributing to the prediction. A few features 
from type PseKNC where contributing to the predic-
tions. Majority of the Physiochemical and PseKNC fea-
tures were removed during the features preprocessing 
phase due to high correlations.

Discussion
In this study, we introduced an unified multi-class clas-
sification ML model UMSLP for mRNA subcellular 
localization problem. Utilizing the optimal set of pro-
posed features, UMSLP outperforms existing models 

Fig. 12 SHAP Summary Plot - Nucleus Feature Importance
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for the same problem. During feature preprocessing 
step, we noticed a strong correlation between two types 
of features: PseKNC and Kmer, specifically when their 
K values were equal (K=2,3,4, and 5). Moreover, we 
observed a significant negative correlation between the 
TPCP Physicochemical properties and Kmer, PseKNC, 
and EIIP features. As a result, we retained only 1360, 13, 
192 features from Kmer, PseKNC, Z-curve, respectively 
leading to a dataset with dimensions of 14,909 sequences 
by 1,565 features, a significant reduction in the dataset’s 
dimensionality. All features from Physicochemical prop-
erties were dropped finally. Through extensive analysis, 
we found that Kmer features with K=2, 3, 4, and 5 play 
a crucial role in predicting Cytoplasm, ExR, ER, and 
Nucleus localizations. Moreover, the Z-curve 144-bit 
features proved to be dominant in predicting mitochon-
dria localization.

Compared to the existing methods such as mRNALo-
cator, mRNALoc, SubLocEP , the proposed XGBoost 
based UMSLP model achieved the best results using 
this optimal set of features and outperformed them in 
almost all performance evaluation metrics (Table  7). 
It is noticeable that that, UMSLP outperformed 
the existing tools for the same purpose on multiple 
evaluation metrics. Unified multiclass classification 
based models SubLocEP and mRNALocator high-
lighted the average results on five subcellular loca-
tions and UMSLP outperformed both of them in all 

evaluation metrics (Table  7). Compared to mRNALo-
cator, UMSLP achieved slightly lower precision in pre-
dicting nucleus (UMSLP:mRNALocator=83:91) and 
ER(UMSLP:mRNALocator=92:100), but the sensitiv-
ity of mRNALocator was too low compared to UMSLP 
(UMSLP:mRNALocator=89:26 for nucleus, and 
UMSLP:mRNALocator=47:09 for ER), indicating that 
the proposed mRNALocator model for nucleus and ER 
was biased towards positive class ignoring the predic-
tion of other classes. We also compared UMSLP against 
mRNALoc which was a model based on OvR approach 
of multiclass classification problem. For all the five 
subcellular localization prediction task, UMSLP out-
performed mRNALoc in all evaluation metrics indi-
cating the superiority of unified multiclass prediction 
approach over OvR approach.

Conclusion
In summary, our study underscores the crucial signifi-
cance of distinct subcellular localizaiton of mRNAs in 
eukaryotic cells. The proposed ML based which is highly 
accurate would support in identifying the locales of 
mRNAs that necessitate extensive manual work, signifi-
cant expenses, and lengthy wet-lab protocols. Moreover 
the shared code, data and Docker would support the 
community to use and improve the proposed solution in 
near future. In the future, our emphasis will be on study-
ing the multi-label subcellular localizations of mRNAs 

Table 7 UMSLP Comparisons against other tools. “-”: Not reported

Precision Recall Acc F1Score
Location (total sequence) Method % % % %

Cytoplasm (1066) UMSLP 76.50 88.90 83.50 82.20
mRNALocator 55.20 79.64 63.75 65.21

mRNALoc - 73.26 64.55 -

Nucleus (976) UMSLP 83.70 89.00 88.90 88.80
mRNALocator 91.40 26.13 70.19 40.64

mRNALoc - 50.20 69.35 -

ER (241) UMSLP 92.60 47.10 94.60 62.40
mRNALocator 100.00 9.13 91.24 16.73

mRNALoc - 75.10 69.23 -

ExtR(145) UMSLP 83.90 18.30 95.10 30.10

mRNALocator 26.38 95.86 84.23 41.37
mRNALoc - 81.38 58.10 -

Mitochondria (71) UMSLP 1.00 90.00 99.70 94.70
mRNALocator 44.36 83.10 96.56 57.84

mRNALoc - 87.32 96.88 -

Avg(all locals) UMSLP 67.54 66.66 92.36 71.64
mRNALocator 63.47 58.77 81.19 44.36

mRNALoc - 73.45 71.62 -

SubLocEP 61.70 60.10 60.10 57.80
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due to their presence in multiple locations. We plan to 
employ CNN, LSTM, and attention-based mechanisms 
to enhance prediction accuracy. However, past studies 
indicate that deep learning models have not achieved the 
performance levels of traditional feature-based machine 
learning models in this regard [26]. Additionally, there’s 
a need to enhance the quality of datasets pertaining to 
mRNA localization by encompassing a broader range of 
locations and conducting more experiments. Our future 
efforts will involve expanding mRNA localization data-
bases by incorporating scientific evidence.
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